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ABSTRACT With the advent of web technology, user-generated textual reviews are becoming increasingly

accumulated on many e-commerce websites. These reviews contain not only the user comments on different

aspects of the products but also the user sentiments associated with the aspects. Although these user

sentiments serve as vital side information for improving the performance of recommender systems, most

existing approaches ignore to fully exploit them in modeling the fine-grained user-item interaction for

improving recommender system performance. Thus, this paper proposes a sentiment-aware deep recom-

mender system with neural attention network (SDRA), which can capture both the aspects of products

and the underlying user sentiments associated with the aspects for improving the recommendation system

performance. Particularly, a semi-supervised topic model is designed to extract the aspects of the product

and the associated sentiment lexicons from the user textual reviews, which are then incorporated into a

long short term memory (LSTM) encoder via an interactive neural attention mechanism for better learning

of the user and item sentiment-aware representation. Furthermore, a co-attention mechanism is introduced

to better model the fine-grained user-item interaction for improving predictive performance. The extensive

experiments on different datasets showed that our proposed SDRA model can achieve better performance

over the baseline approaches.

INDEX TERMS Recommender system, LSTM, deep learning, user sentiment, neural attention mechanism,

neural co-attention.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recommendation system aims to tackle the problem of infor-

mation overload thereby assisting the customers to get their

best choices from various alternative options. Basically, rec-

ommendation system can be achieved using various methods

such as collaborative filtering (CF) and content-based [1].

CF methods have been shown as the most widely used tech-

niques for recommender systems [2]. The basic idea of these

approaches is that users who have similar consumption habits

in the past tend to share similar items in the future. Most

of the collaborative filtering methods are typically based on

the matrix factorization (MF) method [3] which particularly

uses latent factors to compute the unknown ratings of the user

on an item. Although these methods have shown remarkable

successes in many applications, yet, they generally suffer

from several issues including the data sparseness.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Jerry Chun-Wei Lin.

With the advancement of e-commerce websites such as

Amazon and Yelp, nowadays, several approaches have been

proposed [4]–[6] to utilize the free-text review for improving

the performance of recommender systems. Many of these

approaches use topic modelling [4], [7], [8] to automatically

extract aspects and integrate themwith the latent factor model

for rating prediction. One of the major drawbacks of the

existing topic model-based methods is their inability to cap-

ture the contextual information of words [9] which has been

proven crucial for the effective performance of recommender

systems.

With the recent success of representation learning, sev-

eral approaches have been introduced to exploit deep learn-

ing for building recommender system [1], [10]–[14]. Most

of these approaches exploit convolutional neural network

(CNN) model [1], [12], [13] to jointly model both the user

and item reviews for improving the predictive performance.

Although these approaches have been proven more effec-

tive than the state-of-the-art approaches for rating prediction,
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however, all the above methods specifically ignore to fully

consider the underlying user sentiment when modeling the

user and item representation. In practical situations, users

not only comment on different aspects of a specific product

but also express their different sentiment polarities towards

these aspects. For example, when a user wrote a review for

a restaurant, he may write some sentences to express his

displeasure with the location of the restaurant and its services

and some sentences to express his satisfaction with the prices

and its dishes. Unfortunately, these user sentiments are com-

monly neglectedwhenmodeling the user-item representation.

However, the user sentiments serve as the key indicator of

his preference and often express the extent of displeasure or

satisfaction of the user toward an item. This paper proposes

to fully consider this crucial information in the user/item

representation learning for better predictive performance.

Another drawback of the abovementioned methods is that

they specifically model latent feature vectors in a static and

independent manner. In this way, user and item are projected

into fixed low dimensional representations vectors in a shared

space. It is intuitive that, not all words in the review are

equally important and relevant to ratings of the user on a

specific product. For instance, some word in the review may

be explaining a plot of a film and such information may not

correlate with the overall user preference. This is basically

because each word in the review typically focuses on a dis-

tinct aspect of the user experience such as a price of the

laptop, its performance or even the durability of its battery.

Identifying the relevant semantic information by considering

both the user and item review could be a new avenue for

improving the performance of recommender system.

Considering the above motivations, this paper proposes

a Sentiment-aware Deep Recommender System by incor-

porating topic model into a deep learning method to effec-

tively capture domain-specific aspects of the product and

the corresponding user sentiments using neural attention

mechanism.

The model comprises four main components: (1) LSTM

encoder which aims to capture the contextual and long

dependencies information of words (2) semi-supervised topic

model for extracting the domain-specific aspects and senti-

ment lexicons. (3) a co-attention mechanism to better learn

the aspect importance for both the user and item review

document and (4) prediction layer to estimate the user ratings

on an item.

The major contributions of the proposed approach can be

highlighted as follows:

• We propose a sentiment-aware deep recommender sys-

tem which incorporates a semi-supervised topic model

into a deep learning technique via an interactive atten-

tion mechanism for better performance of recommenda-

tion system.

• We design a semi-supervised topic model to extract

domain-specific aspects and the associated user senti-

ment lexicons for effective sentiment aware user/item

representation learning.

• We design a co-attention mechanism for better learning

of the fine-grained user-item interaction.

• We perform a series of experiments on publicly accessi-

ble datasets to evaluate the performances of the proposed

model against the baseline methods.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows:

Section II and Section III present the related work and an

overview of the proposed approach respectively. Section IV

describes the experimental study of the research and finally,

section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

This section reviews different approaches that are particularly

relevant to our proposed approach. This includes topic-based

recommendation systems, deep learning-based recommenda-

tion systems, and attention-based recommendation systems.

In the following subsections, we review each of these cate-

gories.

A. TOPIC MODEL-BASED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

In the past few years, several topic modelling approaches

have been proposed to incorporate fine-grained information

for more accurate rating prediction. Most of these approaches

used latent topics from user review, others learn latent factors

based on the factorization machine. For example, [4] and [5]

used topic modelling to integrate the latent factor with latent

topics based on a defined transformation process. Refer-

ences [15] and [16] aligned latent topics together with latent

factors to generate a latent representation of users and items

for rating modelling. Reference [6] applied topic modelling

to learn features from user textual reviews using Gaussian

method for rating prediction. Reference [17] introduced a

joint model to jointly exploit aspect rating and user sentiment

to alleviate the cold start problem.

All of the above methods are typically based on the tra-

ditional (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) LDA model [18] for

the rating prediction, and that LDA models generally use

bag-of-word method. As such they cannot effectively capture

the contextual information of the word. In this paper, unlike

the above methods, we design a novel semi-supervised topic

model to learn the domain-specific aspects and sentiment-

lexicons for better user/item representation learning.

B. DEEP LEARNING-BASED RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

With the recent success of deep learning methods in various

application such as computer vision and natural language

processing [19]. Many approaches have been proposed to

exploit deep learning techniques for recommender systems.

These include Denoising auto-encoders [10], [20], convolu-

tional neural network (CNN) [1], [9], [12], [13] and recurrent

neural networks (RNN) [21]–[24]. Specifically,Wu et al. [25]

and Sedhain et al. [26] exploited Denoising-Autoencoder for

rating prediction. This approach intrinsically suffers from

the data sparseness problem. To address this issue, Wang

et al. [10] introduced collaborative deep learning (CDL)
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model by integrating the probabilistic topic model with the

collaborative filtering technique. CDL is an extended vari-

ant of the Collaborative Topic Regression (CTR) approach

introduced in [7]. Due to their topic modeling affinity, these

models ignore semantic contextualization of words

Owing to its remarkable success in image processing and

pattern recognition, CNN model has been widely used for

building recommender systems. Particularly, Zheng et al. [1]

proposed Deep-CoNN to exploit two CNN networks to

jointly model both the user and item reviews for improving

rating prediction. Catherine andCohen [13] proposed amodel

called Transnet as an extension of the Dee-pCoNN. The

authors used an additional top layer for improving the rating

prediction. A similar approach has been introduced recently

by [27]. The authors proposed a scalable deep recommender

system, using two separate CNN models.

RNN has been also widely exploited for recommender

system in various applications such as movie recommenda-

tion [14], the next basket personalized recommendation and

news recommendation [28]. particularly, Bansal et al. [22]

introduced a multitasking learning approach based on the

Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) model to encode document for

implicit user feedback. Gao et al. [29] introduced a dynamic

RNN framework for modeling the dynamic interest of users

in a unified framework. Hidasi et al. [24] exploited RNNs to

develop a session-based recommender system.

Despite their state-of-the-art success, these models are lim-

ited, in that, they particularly derive user/item latent feature

vectors in a static and independent manner and ignore the

complex fine-grained user-item interaction. In this way, item

and the user only interact at the top layer where the learned

user/item representation is used for the overall rating predic-

tion. As such it is difficult in these models to provide insights

behind the user ratings on the items.

C. ATTENTIVE RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

The main idea of the attention mechanism is intuitively sim-

ilar to the visual attention in humans. Particularly, it equips a

neural network to be capable of selecting the most important

parts of the target input such as a specific word in a given

review or a particular region in an image. This idea has

been usefully applied to a number of applications such as

computer vision [30], machine translation [31] and natu-

ral language processing [32]. More recently neural atten-

tion has been exploited for building recommender system

[12], [21], [33]. For example, Bahdanau et al. [31] pro-

posed an attention-based approach to accurately align the

encoder-decoder framework formachine translation.With the

achievement of self-attentive methods in machine transla-

tion, [34] and [35] utilized self-attention for modeling user

behaviors. A multi-level attention mechanism was proposed

by [36] for video/image recommendation. Seo et al. [12]

proposed an attentive CNN network and use factorization

machine at the top layer for the rating prediction. The authors

designed two attention mechanisms, namely local and global

attention to better model user and item representation.

TABLE 1. Notations

Our co-attention approach is closely related to the neural

attention method used in [37], which is viewed as a form

of pairwise neural attention. The authors apply the neu-

ral co-attention for visual questions and answers. Different

from the above approaches, our proposed model exploits

two different attention mechanisms namely, integrated neural

attention to capture the most informative aspects and the

associated user sentiment from the user text review, and neu-

ral co-attention network to model the fine-grained user-item

interaction.

III. METHOD

This section describes the proposed SDRA (Sentiment-aware

Deep Recommender system with neural Attention) model

which utilizes a semi-supervised topic model and LSTM

encoder with neural attention mechanisms. We first specify

the notations used in this paper in Table 1 and describe the

problem settings for the research. The overview of the model

architecture and the objective function to be optimized are

then elaborated.

A. PROBLEM SETTINGS AND NOTATIONS

Let D be a corpus for a given set of items i written by a set of

users u andeach review du,iǫD is accompanied by an overall

rating ru,i which shows the overall satisfaction of the user on

the item. Each item-user interaction can be denoted as a tuple

(u, i, ru,i, du,i).

The primary goal is to compute the unknown ratings r̂u,i of

a user u on an item i that has not beenobserved by the user.

Table 1 shows the notations used in this paper.

B. OVERVIEW OF SDRA

The overall architecture of the proposed SDRA model is

shown in Figure1. It comprises four (4) main components:

(1) LSTM encoder to better learn the semantic and contextual
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FIGURE 1. The Architecture of the proposed model.

information of words. (2) Semi-supervised topic modeling

for extracting the domain-specific aspects and sentiment lex-

icons. (3) Co-attention network layer for estimating the user

and item aspect importance. (4) Rating prediction layer for

estimating the predicted ratings. Detail description of the

model is presented in the following subsections.

C. EMBEDDING LAYER

The embedding layer takes a set of sequence words from doc-

ument D and map them into n – dimensional matrix xi = Rn.

This representation technique is used to encode semantic

and syntactic information carried by words. The embedding

layer can be initialized using pretrained word vectors such as

Glove or Word2vec. In this paper Word2vec [38] pretrained

on a large corpus of Google news is used to initialize the

embedding layer.

D. SEQUENCE ENCODING LAYER

The main purpose of the sequence encoding layer is to pro-

vide contextual annotation of the input sequence of words.

Here an LSTM model is employed because it performs well

on several applications and has been successfully used in

sequence modeling [39]. Like many RNN variants, LSTM

model consists of a chain repeating components in neural

networks. Instead of assigning the repeating components as

a simple structure, LSTM uses a cell state whose information

can be updated. Formally, given an input x at time step t ,

the previouscell state ct and current hidden state ht can be

updated as follows:

it = ∂(Wixt + Uiht−1 + bi) (1)

ft = ∂(Wf xt + Uf ht−1 + bf ) (2)

Ot = ∂(Woxt + Uoht−1 + bo) (3)

ct = it ⊙ c̃t + ft ⊙ ct−1 (4)

c̃t = tanh((Wcxt + Ucht−1 + bc) (5)

ht = Ot ⊙ tanh(ct ) (6)

whereW andU represent weight matrices to be learned, it , ft ,

Ot , c̃t is the input gate, forget gate, output gate and memory

cel l respectively, ∂ , and
⊙

are sigmoid function and element

wise multiplication respectively. The output of the LSTM is

obtained as a sequence of hidden states (h1, h2 . . . .ht) ∈Rd.

Each annotation contains information about the whole review

with focus on the a i − th word surrounding. Where d is the

size of hidden states for the LSTM encoder.

E. SEMI-SUPERVISED TOPIC MODEL

To better capture the domain-specific aspects and the associ-

ated user sentiments lexicons, a semi-supervised topic mod-

eling is designed. Inspired by [40] we extend the vanilla

LDA model [18] exploiting seed words for guiding the topic

model design. The topics automatically extract and categorize

sentiment words and aspect terms in the associated aspect and

sentiment-lexicon categories.

we assumed that each review comprises two categories

of topics: k Sentiment topics with two polarities (negative
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FIGURE 2. The graphical representation of the semi-supervised topic
model. Shaded nodes denote observation and white nodes denote
random variables. Large plates represent the part of the repeated part of
the graphs.

and positive emotions) and m aspect topics. Each topic is

related to a multinomial distribution over words. Assuming

that the corpus vocabulary ccomprises U different words

indexed by 1 . . . .U . For each review, we get two topic dis-

tributions 8s, 8a representing the probabilities of sentiment

topic K and aspect topic m. Let 8s
k,w and 8a

m,w denote

the probabilities of word ω under sentiment topic k and

aspect m respectively. For each sentiment topic K , its words

distribution 8s
k is selected from a Dir (�s

k), where �s
k is

a U - dimensional vector. The U -dimensional vector can be

computed as follows:

�s
k,w = γ0 (1 − βw) + γ1βw, for wǫ {1, . . .U} (7)

where the scalers γ0 and γ1 are hyper parameters of the

model. βw = 1 if the word w is a seed word in sentiment

topic K , otherwise βw= 0. Ideally, a seed word from topic

k is enforced by the biased prior �s
k. Conversely, aspect

topic distribution 8a
m∽ Dirichlet (�a

m) is constructed in a

similar way. The generative method of the topic model can

be highlighted in the following. The graphical representation

of the model is shown in figure 2:

1) For each sentiment topicKǫ{0,1}:

a) draw 8s
k ∽ Dirichlet (�s

k).

2) For each aspect topic m ∈ {1, ..m}:

a) draw8a
m Dirichlet (�a

m).

i) For each document:

A) draw (ps, pa) ∼ Dir (α)

B) draw θ s, ∼ Dirichlet (αs), θa, ∼ Dir (αa)

C) for each word in the document:

i. Draw a class indicator S ∼ Bern(ps)

ii. If S = ‘‘sentiment topic’’

A. Draw zs ∽ Multinomial (θ s)

B. Draw w∼ Multinomial (8s
zs )

C. Emit word w

iii. Otherwise

A. Draw za ∽ Multinomial (θa)

B. Draw w∼ Multinomial (8a
za )

C. Emit word w.

To estimate the unknown parameters, Gibbs sampling algo-

rithm [41] is used in this paper. Due to the space limit, inter-

ested reader can refer to the Gib sampling methods in [41].

To obtain the words distribution of sentiment and aspect

topics. Formally 8s and 8a can be obtained as follows:

8s
k,w =

�s
k,w + Ns

k,w
∑U

w=1(�
s

k,W
′ + Ns

k,W
′ )

,

and 8a
m,w =

�a
k,w + Na

k,w
∑U

w=1(�
a

k,W
′ + Na

k,W
′ )

(8)

where Ns
k,w and Na

k,w represent the occurrences of sentiment

and aspect topic with word w in the document. The reader

may refer to [41] for detail of the sampling procedures.

Next, the U -dimensional word distribution of sentiment

topic i and aspect topic j are transformed to low dimensional

sentiment embeddings es and aspect embedding ea via a fully

connected layer so as to obtain the same dimension with the

LSTM hidden state. Thus, we have:

esi = tanh (Ws8s), eaj = tanh (Wa8a) (9)

where the matrices W sǫRU×d and W aǫRU×d are trainable

parameters, d is the dimension of the hidden states of the

LSTM and tanh is a non–linear function.

F. INTERACTIVE TOPICAL ATTENTION

The interactive attention mechanism is basically aimed

to capture the most relevant information from the input

text review for learning the aspect/sentiment aware doc-

ument representation. Formally, given the hidden states

[h1, h2..ht] from the LSTM encoder as well as the senti-

ment embeddings [es1, e
s
2 . . . . . . esn]and aspect embeddings

[ea1, e
a
2 . . . . . . ean] learned from the topic modelling, the inter-

active attention network generates the sentiment lexicon and

aspect specific attention weight respectively as follows:

αst =
exp(γ (ht , e

s))
∑T

t=1 exp(γ (ht , e
s))

, (10)

αat =
exp(γ (ht , e

s))
∑T

t=1 exp(γ (ht , e
s))

(11)

where αs
t and αa

t are the attention scores indicating how likely

the associated hidden state ht serves as an aspect and senti-

ment indicator respectively.Where γ is the score function that

indicates the importance of the hidden state ht in the context.

The γ score can be defined as:

γ
(

[ht ; e
s]

)

= UT
s tanh (W s[ht ; e

s] + bs) (12)

γ
(

[ht ; e
a]

)

= UT
a tanh (W a[ht ; e

a] + ba) (13)

where UT
s ,UT

a ,W s and W a are the projection parameters to

be learned, and bs and ba are the biases. After computing

the interactive attention vectors of the sentiment and aspect

words, the sentiment aware and aspect specific representation

can be obtained as follows:

V s
u =

∑k

t=1
αst .ht , (14)
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FIGURE 3. Neural Co-attention Mechanism with the affinity matrix and
the user-item interaction layer.

V a
u =

∑N

t=1
αat .ht (15)

To finally obtain the Aspect/sentiment aware of the user

review document representation, the lexicon, and aspect-

based representation can be concatenated as follows:

∅u = tanh (ρWsV
s
u ) + (1 − ρ)WaV

a
u) (16)

whereWs and Wa are projection parameters and ρ ∈ [0, 1] is

used to control the effect of the sentiment and aspect aware

representations. Conversely the Item representation ∂i can be

obtained in similar way.

representations {∅u, ∂i}, can be obtained and then used for

the rating prediction task. In this way, the aspect/sentiment

aware of the user and item

G. CO-ATTENTION NETWORK LAYER

Intuitively, user preference toward aspects may vary depend-

ing on the item being considered. Therefore, rather than

having static user/item importance, our aim is to model

the dynamic fine-grained user-item interaction at the word

level by computing the aspect importance for each user-item

pair. Thus, inspired by the work of [37], we introduce a

co-attention mechanism to capture the relative importance

between different aspects for both user and item to better learn

interactive user-item representation.

Specifically, the user representation is used as the con-

text to learn the item aspect importance, and likewise,

the item representation is used as the context to learn the user

aspect importance. The output of this operation would be a

K-dimens ionalvector showing the importance of each aspect

with respect to the associated user sentiment for the item and

a corresponding vector for the user. The overview structure

of the co-attention mechanism is illustrated in figure 3.

To achieve the dynamic fine-grained user-item interaction,

there is a need to compute the similarity between the target

user and item. Specifically, given the user representation ∅u ∈

Rk×l1 and the item representation ϑi ∈ Rk×l1 , the affinity

matrix C ∈ Rk×k is computed as:

C = tanh(ϑT
i Wc∅u) (17)

where Wc ∈ Rl1×l1 , is the weight matrix to be learned.

Following [37], we apply matrix C ∈ Rk×k as features to

compute the user and item importance as follows:

Hu = tanh(∅uWy + CT (ϑiWz)),Qu = softmax (HuVy)

(18)

Hi = tanh(ϑiWz + C(ϑuWy)),Qi = softmax (HiVz) (19)

whereWy,WzǫR
l1×l2and Vy,Vz ∈ Rl2 are the weight param-

eters to be learned. QuǫR
k and QiǫR

k are the user and item

importance respectively.

In this way, the user and item importance, (Qu,Qi) can be

obtained and used in the rating prediction layer.

H. PREDICTION LAYER

The rating prediction layer is where the actual rating predic-

tion task for the recommendation process occurs. The predic-

tion layer typically accepts as an input the user/item repre-

sentations ( ∅u, ϑi), and the aspect impotence (Qu,Qi) and

pass them into factorization machine. Factorization machine

accepts real-valued feature vectors and treats the pairwise

interaction. Thus, the overall ratings can be inferred as:

r̃u,i =
∑

aǫA
(Qu �Qi � (∅u (ϑi)

T) + bu + bi + µ (20)

where bu, bi and µ are the user, item and, global bias respec-

tively. The back propagation method can be used to learn the

model parameters and themean squared error function is used

as the loss function:

L =
∑

(ru,i)ǫD
(r̃u,i − ru,i)

2 (21)

where ru,i is the observed rating in the review D and r̃u,i is the

unobserved rating.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

This section presents different experiments to assess the

effectiveness of the proposed SDRA model. The experimen-

tal study is aimed to answer the following questions:

RQ1. Can the SDRA model perform better than the base-

line methods?

RQ2. Is the SDRA model sensitive to hyperparameters

such as dropout, latent factors, and embedding dimensions?

RQ3. How does the proposed model perform in terms of

the cold star settings?

RQ4. What are the impacts of different components in the

model architecture?

A. DATASETS

To evaluate the SDRA performances, two categories of

datasets are used: Amazon review datasets [4] and Yelp 2017

challenge datasets. The characteristics of the two datasets are

described as follows:

Amazon Product Review Theses datasets are organized

into 24 individual product categories and have been widely
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TABLE 2. Statistics of the datasets.

used for rating prediction tasks by many researchers in

the previous works [1], [6], [12], [13]. For the original

datasets are too large, for our experiment, the 5 categories

of the datasets are particularly used. Specifically, we use

the 5-core version where each user or item has at least

5 interactions.

Yelp 2017 Datasets Challenge- Yelp is an online review

platform which contains a review of local businesses

in 12 metropolitan areas across 4 countries. This dataset has

been previously used in many research works [1], [42], [43].

Since the original dataset is very large and sparse, it was pre-

processed to obtain a version with at least five ratings for each

user.

All the datasets are pre-processed as follows: all the infre-

quent terms and duplicates are removed to ensure a 5-core

version. All the stop words and the non-vocabulary words

from the review documents are filtered. Following [1], [13],

we randomly split each dataset into training, validation and

testing sets using a ratio of 80%, 10% and 10% for the

training, validation, and testing respectively. The statistics of

the datasets is given in table 2.

B. BASELINES

For a fair comparison, three classes of different baseline

models are used in this paper: a purely rating based method

(MF), Topic model-based method (HFT) and deep learning

based methods (DeepCoNN, D-att, Transnet). Each of the

baseline models is explained as follows:

• MF [3]: This is the well-known standard baseline for

collaborative filtering method. It typically uses the

inner product to represent the user and item for rating

prediction.

• HFT [4]: This is one of the most successful topic mod-

eling based approach which simultaneously models

ratings and reviews with latent topics.

• D-attn [12]: This model typically uses local and global

attention to select local and global information of the

words. It specifically uses the inner productfor infer-

ringrating prediction.

• Deep-CoNN [1]: This is the state-of-the-art deep learn-

ing based rating prediction model which uses two par-

allel CNN model to learn user and item representation.

It uses matrix factorization at the shared layer for rating

prediction.

• Transnet [13]: This is an extended version of the Deep-

CoNN model which additionally uses transform layers

for ratingprediction.

C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

The proposed model and the baselines are implemented in

python using TensorFlow library. Adam optimizer with the

learning rate of 0.001 is used for the optimization. All the

models are trained until convergence. For a fair comparison,

we use the open recommender system library, MyMedialite

to estimate the value of MF model. For the rest of the base-

lines, we use their source codes as provided by the authors

accordingly. Specifically, for the HTF, we use item topic at

K = 5. For the rest of the baselines models (i.e., Deep-CoNN,

Trasnets, and D-Atten), we use the parameters as reported in

their respective papers. All the parameters were fine-tuned

to obtain the optimal performance and the best performance

is then reported based on the testing set. We selected LSTM

with 100 units, batch size 32 and dropout 0.5 as regulariza-

tion. We use 300-dimensional word embeddings trained on

Google news corpus. For the topic model settings, we set

4 as the number of the aspect topic. Other parameters used

in the topic modeling include: αs = αa = 0.25, γ0 =

0.15, and γ1 = 0.85. We use the list of seed words similar

to the ones used in [44]. Specifically, the seed words list

comprised of seven positive words (i.e., excellent, good, nice,

positive, fortunate,correct, and superior ) and seven negative

words (i.e.,nasty, bad, poor, negative, unfortunate, wrong, and

inferior). The fourteen words are chosen for their lack of

sensitivity to text.

D. EVALUATION METRICS

To evaluate the performance of our model, following the

works of [1], [12], [13], we adopt mean squared error, MSE

metric which estimates the average squared error between

predicted ratings and the actual ratings. Formally, MSE can

be given as the following equation:

MSE =
1

N

∑N

n=1
(rn − řn)

2 (22)

where N, rn and řn is the actual ratings, the predicted ratings

and the total number of the testing set respectively. Lower

value of MSE indicates better performance of the model.

E. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of the SDRA model and the baselines are

recorded in terms of MSE in Table 3 on 5 sub-datasets from

Amazon, and yelp 2017 challenge datasets. It can be observed

from the results that our proposed model significantly outper-

formed the state-of-the-art baselinemethods and the improve-

ment is statistical significant at p < 0.05. This justifies the

effective performance of our proposed model.

From table 4, it can be seen that the performance of MF

which uses only ratings is relatively lower compared to the

rest of the baseline models. The remaining models (HFT,

Deep-CoNN, D-Att, and Transnet) which perform better than
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TABLE 3. Performance comparison on 6 benchmark datasets. The best results are highlighted in boldface.

TABLE 4. Attention visualization. (a) Yelp Item Document Item Document. (b) Musical I User Document User Document.

the MF model, all utilize user review text as the side infor-

mation for rating prediction. This is not surprising, as the

textual review is complementary to the overall ratings and

it can be utilized for improving the representation of latent

factors. This clearly translates the important of using the tex-

tual review as the auxiliary source of information for building

recommender models. Specifically, the HFT which typically

uses topic modeling with the bag-of-words method com-

pletely ignores the contextual information of words. As such

the model records lower performance compared to the deep

learning-based models

Further, it can be observed that the deep learning-based

models usually perform better than the classical approaches,

including HFTwhich also utilizes reviews for user/itemmod-

eling. This is consistent with previous findings [1], [12] which

indicated that deep learning-based models such as CNN per-

form better than the topic modeling approaches such as LDA

in text processing.
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FIGURE 4. Gain in MSE for user with limited training data on two individual datasets.

Regarding the relative performance of the deep learning

models, it can be observed that transnet always outperforms

Deep-CoNN in most of the datasets, this reaffirms the claims

of [13]. However, the relative ranking of D-Att and Transnet

changes over different datasets. This may be as a result

of using the textual reviews as an additional data source

in Transnet while D-Att does not make use of this infor-

mation. Regarding our proposed model, it can be observed

from Table 3 that our model outperformed all the baselines

including the Deep-CoNN, Transnet and D-att which are also

the deep learning-based approaches with significant improve-

ments across all the datasets.

Even though the text review is very important for improv-

ing the predictive performance, however, the performance

largely depends on how the textual information is utilized.

In our model, we utilized an interactive and co-attention

mechanisms. These allow the approach to better model the

fine-grained user-item interaction which lead to an improved

performance according to results.

F. COLD START PROBLEM

Recommender system datasets are inherently sparse in real-

world situations [42]. This sparseness leads to the issue of

the cold start problem which is one of the major challenges

of recommender systems. Given limited ratings, generally,

items and users are modeled only with the biased terms.

Therefore, collaborative filtering is often facing difficulties

to effectively recommend due to the cold start problem.

By integration of user review in the user and item latent

learning, the issue of the cold start could be addressed by

our model to a great extent, since rich information about the

user preference on the aspects are contained in the review.

Thus, to show the effectiveness of our model in alleviating the

cold start problem, we report the performance of a subset of

users based on their rating popularity. To this end, we select

users with 1 to 10 ratings in the training sets and take the

average values of the MSE for those users in our experiment.

Figure 4(a) and (b) show the gain in MSE values against the

number of ratings by the users in the training sets. Here the

gain in MSE is given as the MSE of the baseline minus that

of our model. A positive value means that our model achieves

better performance of prediction in the cold start condition.

Here due to the space limit, we only experiment on two sub

datasets: Yelp and Musical Instrument

G. PARAMETER SENSITIVITY

For further analysis, we examine how different parameter

settings may impact the performance of the proposed SDRA

model. Particularly, we examine the model sensitivity to the

number of factors l1 and l2, impacts of the dropout rates,

word embeddings dimension and length of the document

accordingly.

1) NUMBER OF LATENT FACTORS

We examine the performance of the SDRA model by vary-

ing the different number of factors used for l1 and l2 The

3D figure 5 shows the validation results of the model by

adjusting both l1 from 10 to 50 and l2 from 5 to 25, across

various datasets. It should be noted that l1 represents the

number of latent factors for the user and item representation

and l2determines the size of the hidden layers for the user

importance based on the affinity matrix.

From figures 5(a) to (f), several observations can be made.

Firstly, it can be observed that a large number of latent

factors is not necessarily required for encoding the user/item

representation to improve the modal performance and that,

the best results are reached when l2 is around 20 to 30 in

most of the datasets. However, it can be observed that the

model records poor performance when the latent factor is

insufficiently used for the user and item representation. it can

also be observed that, there is no significant impact on the

aspect importance on the overall model improvement w.r.t

number of latent factors used. Therefore, our choice of 20 and

10 for the l1 and l2 respectively is ideal for our model.

2) IMPACT OF DROPOUT

Dropout has been shown to be an effective method in address-

ing the issue of overfitting in the neural network model with
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FIGURE 5. Performance on a varying value of L1 and L2 factors.

FIGURE 6. Dropout rate.

less training sample size [45]. Therefore, to examine the

impacts of dropout, we vary the dropout with different values.

Figure 6 shows that the dropout is very important in reducing

the prediction error compared to the case in which drop out

is not used.

It can be observed from figure 6 that, there is a significant

improvement of the model across all the datasets. However,

the gain of MSE varies across different datasets. The model

records the best results between 0.4 and 0.5 in most of the

datasets while it records the worst performance when the

dropout is not used. It can also be observed that the dropout

shows more impacts in relatively smaller datasets compared

to the large-scale datasets. This is consistent with the previous

observations [9]and reaffirms that dropout is more important

for small-scale datasets. Thus, as can be seen in figure 5,

an alternative value for the model is between 0.4 and 0.5.

3) EMBEDDING DIMENSION

To evaluate the sensitivity of the model towards word embed-

dings dimensions, different word embedding dimensions

FIGURE 7. Word embedding dimension.

were used {50, 100, 200, 300, 400}. Figure 7 shows the

results on the various datasets. One can observe that our

model improves consistently across a wide range of values

of word embedding dimensions. It can be seen that even with

much smaller value of 50, the model shows good prediction

performance in most datasets. The results indicate the highest

performance at around 300 dimensions in most of the datasets

and relatively remains stable above 400. This particularly

implies the sensitivity of the model towards the dimension of

word embeddings. This indicates that further use of larger val-

ues does not show significant improvement. Thus, we choose

300 as the word embedding dimension in our experiment.

4) IMPACT OF LENGTH OF THE DOCUMENT

To assess the impact of the length of document information on

the model, we adjust the length of the document in different

ways and evaluate the model on the Musical Instrument and

Yelp datasets. It can be observed from figure 8 that the model

performs better when the maximum length of the document

is 200 and then becomes steady. This indicates that additional
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FIGURE 8. Document length on Musical I and Yelp datasets. (a) Musical I. (b) Yelp.

FIGURE 9. MSE results of the model variants on the musical instrument datasets.

document information can be consistently used for the docu-

ment latent vectors accurately until it reaches the maximum

length of 200, and further information cannot be obtained

even if the document length is greater than 200. Meanwhile,

since the document information to be processed is increased,

the model requires more time for effective training. Thus,

when processing document information, it is important to

take into consideration the trade-off between the training time

and the length of the document.

H. ABLATION STUDY

To further examine the performance of our model based on

the contribution of the different components, we perform an

ablation analysis. To this end, three variants of the model

were designed. These different variants are further compared

with the default method based on the settings as specified in

section 3. The ablation results on all the datasets are shown

in figure 9.

• Default Method: In this setting, all the standard compo-

nents of the model architecture are used as described in

section 3

• Direct user/item representation-: In this variant, instead

of using the aspect/sentiment aware, we directly derive

document representations as in [1] and ignore the aspect

and sentiment lexicon embeddings. This is particularly

used to examine the impact of the aspect/sentiment

aware document representation.

• Without Co-attention: In this setting, we remove the co

attention and directly use the user and item latent vectors

for rating prediction without considering the user-item

interaction at the word level. Here the user-item interac-

tion occurs at the prediction layer.

• SDRA-Random: Instead of using pre-trained word vec-

tor for the context vectors, word embedding is learned

from scratch.

Due to space limit, we only report the results on themusical

instrument datasets. It can be seen that ignoring the sentiment

embeddings in the model degrades the performance of the

model. It can also be observed that, removing the co attention

component from the architecture lower the performance of

the model. This clearly indicates the impacts of user-item

interaction for better learning user and item representation.
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TABLE 5. Some of the aspects learned by our model. Words are shown with the K = 5 for musical instrument datasets.

Additionally, it shows that learning word embeddings from

scratch is not as good as initializing the word embedding

using pre-trained word vectors such as Glove or Google

Word2vec.

I. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

1) ATTENTION VISUALIZATION

To further understand the working process behind our recom-

mender system, we manually investigate whether our neural

attention networks can identify relevant words from both

user and item document. In table 4a we highlight words that

are regarded as the most important and informative to be

considered by the attention module, we choose two review

examples from Yelp.

The highlighted words are typically from high-attention

scores in the user or item attention network. Different obser-

vations can be made from this table. For example, adjective

words that describe item’s properties are likely highlighted

in the review document of the item. Yelp review clearly

indicates properties of a specific restaurant by highlighting

words such as bad, awful, great, substandard etc. more per-

sonalized words such as diner, decide, waiter and fault are

also highlighted in a review of the user.

This shows that the most relevant and important words can

indeed be identified by the attention network in the reviews.

Similar textual review but different highlights by the item

network and user network can be observed in table 4b. The

item network and user network are differently trained using a

different set of documents. The important part of the review

for the final score is decided by the joint training of objective

function. Thus, the two networks select different attention

words as expected.

We also present in table 5 the top 5 aspects extracted by

our topic model.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a sentiment-aware deep recommender

system which extracts the domain-specific aspects and the

associated user sentiment lexicon to better learn the user and

item sentiment aware representation for improving the perfor-

mance of the recommender system. The model particularly

combines a topic modeling and LSTM sequence encoder

using a neural attention mechanism. Specifically, a semi-

supervised topic model is designed to learn the domain-

specific aspects and the sentiment lexicons for better learning

the aspect/sentiment-aware representation of the user and

item. The LSTM encoder is used to better capture the seman-

tic and contextual information of words. We introduced a

neural co-contention mechanism to better model the fine-

grained user-item interaction.

The main impression of our model is that the system is

capable to better learn a domain-specific aspect of the prod-

ucts and the associated sentiment lexicons thereby improving

the performance of the recommendation system. Experimen-

tal results have shown the effectiveness of our proposed

model with significant improvement over the state-of-the-

art methods. One interesting feature direction is to extend

the model such that it deals with both implicit and explicit

feedbacks for rating and ranking performance,
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